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BACKGROUND
Following the onset, in October 2016, of the current crisis in the English-speaking regions of
Cameroon, there emerged, in the progressive movement, two governance schools of thought.
Highly popular from the beginning are those Cameroonians who held steadfast to the view
that Cameroon should return to the pre-1972 federal system of governance. On the other hand,
some have clamored for independence or separation of the two Anglophone regions of the
Country to form an entirely new nation. Additionally, many other Cameroonians are of the
view that the current unitary system of government should be left in place.
The differences in opinion begged for a medium through which Cameroonians of all walks of
life could express their views on critical governance issues relating to or affecting the state of the
union. The lack of such an official medium to sample the opinions of Cameroonians prompted
the Nkafu Policy Institute, a Cameroonian think tank at the Denis & Lenora Foretia Foundation,
to initiate a “Cameroon Governance Survey.”
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METHODOLOGY
The survey was conducted both electronically and by in-person interviews on the field. It was
not restricted to the English-speaking regions but sampled the opinions of ALL Cameroonians.
Six hundred and sixty-nine (669) adult Cameroonians (greater than 20 years) from all regions
of the country took part in the survey. The sample was weighted and balanced to reflect the
2013 populations estimates for age, gender, region of origin and socioeconomic status. The
final margin of error based on the entire sample size was plus or minus 4 percentage points.

RESULTS
The vast majority of Cameroonians, 9 out of 10 (90.72%) are not satisfied with the direction of
the economy. This is a universal condemnation of the current government. In fact, 59% are very
DISSATISFIED with the state of the economy.
On the state of democracy in the country 72.13% of Cameroonians do not think the country is
democratic. Cameroonian men generally have a more pessimistic view of the state of democracy.
74.01% of men perceive the country as undemocratic compared to 64.72% of women.
The Northern regions (Adamawa, North and Far North) reported a much more favorable
democratic perception compared to the other regions. 43.9% of respondents in the Northern
regions STRONGLY AGREED that “Cameroon is a democratic country” compared to 20.7% in
the Center/South/East; 9.7% for respondents in the Littoral/Western regions and only 2.1% in
the Northwest and Southwest regions. This marked regional variation of democratic perception,
with the Northern region as an outlier, may represents a misconception of democratic
governance in this region or the underlying educational challenges here. At the minimum it
requires further investigation.
Much to our surprise a great majority of Cameroonian adults (60.2%) believe that a FEDERAL
SYSTEM of governance is what is best for Cameroon at this point in its political life rather than
the current UNITARY system. The federal system is preferred by 47.7% of Cameroonians of the
Center/South/East regions; 42.9% of Cameroonians of the Adamawa/North/Far North regions;
68.3% of Cameroonians of the Littoral/Western regions and; 96.1% of Cameroonians of the
Northwest/Southwest regions. Surprisingly, 44% of CPDM militants prefer a Federal system.
A supermajority of Cameroonians (91.8%) want regional Governors to be ELECTED and not
appointed as is currently the case. Interestingly, 75.2% of CPDM militants also want Governors
to be elected.
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More than 9 in 10 Cameroonians (93.5%) think each region should manage its own budget. 52%
Cameroonians want regions to ENTIRELY MANAGE their Budgets while 41% think regions
should MANAGE their budgets but with SUPERVISION from Yaoundé.
There is a general lack of confidence in the electoral system. 87.3% do not have confidence in
the system compared to 16.3% who do. A remarkable 57% of all respondents think the electoral
system of the country needs a complete overhaul.
The overwhelming majority of Cameroonians (94.8%) believe there should be presidential term
limits. 83.9% prefer a two-term limit while 10.9% prefer a single-term limit. We did not inquire
about the duration of presidential terms.
Indeed, 8 out of 10 Cameroonians (83%) do not believe the country can make progress with the
current government and current policies.

MAJOR TAKE-AWAYS FROM THE
“CAMEROON GOVERNANCE SURVEY”
Despite broad consensus that the economy is not working, the breadth and depth of the
frustrations of Cameroonians is simply staggering.
Conducted at a critical juncture of Cameroon’s history and arguably one of the most politicallytensed period since the April 6th 1984 attempted coup d’état, this survey reveals the most
candid opinion of Cameroonians regarding governance and institutional trust. Through this
survey, many Cameroonians: poor, rich, young, old, male, female, English-speaking or Frenchspeaking have confidently, without fear of being victimized anonymously expressed their views
on the state of the country.
Without any reservations, the results of this survey is an overwhelming rebuke, by the population
of Cameroon, of the following;
- The current Unitary Presidential System of Governance.
-The Central Management (In Yaoundé) of the budget of all regions of the Country
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.
- The Unlimited seven-year Presidential Mandates.
- The current electoral system of the country
- The Appointment of regional governors by the President of the republic.
- Additionally, Cameroonians DO NOT perceive Cameroon
currently as a democracy
A great majority of Cameroonians are calling for the following;
- A Federal system of governance,
- That regional budget be determined and managed at the regional/local level,
- That presidential mandates be limited to a maximum of two terms,
- A complete overhaul of the electoral system,
- That regional governors be elected and not appointed,
- That real democratic reforms be carried out to establish a free and
democratic Cameroon.
Given these results, it is therefore imperative on the government of Cameroon to take immediate
action and implement the necessary institutional reforms. Delay is not an option. It has proven
disastrous. Cameroonians are eager to see progress and such progress is impossible without
change.
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DETAILED
RESULTS
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QUESTION: CAMEROON IS A
DEMOCRATIC COUNTRY !
NATIONAL SAMPLE
72.13 percent of Cameroonians do not think that the country is democratic. Cameroonian men
generally have a more pessimistic view of the state of democracy. 74.01% of men perceive the
country as undemocratic compared to 64.72% of women.
The Northern regions (Adamawa, North and Far North) reported a much more favorable
democratic perception compared to the other regions. 43.9% of respondents in the Northern
regions STRONGLY AGREED that “Cameroon is a democratic country” compared to 20.7%
in the Center/South/East; 9.7% for respondents in the Littoral/Western regions and only
2.1% in the Northwest and Southwest regions. This marked regional variation of democratic
perception with the Northern region as an outlier may represents a misconception of democratic
governance in this region or the underlying educational challenges here. At the minimum, it
requires further investigation.
By randomly assigning the neutral group to either disagree or agree category, we establish that
27.867% of Cameroonians think the Country is Democratic. Therefore 72.13% of Cameroonians
do not think the country is democratic.
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REGIONAL BREAKDOWN
a) Anglophone (North West and South West Regions): In the North West and South West
Regions combined, sixty-eight percent of respondents STRONGLY DISAGREED while twentytwo percent SOMEWHAT DISAGREED that Cameroon is a democracy. Two percent and
five percent respectively AGREED and STRONGLY AGREED that Cameroon is a democracy
while three percent stayed NEUTRAL.

b) West and Littoral Region: For the West and Littoral Regions, thirty-five and thirty percent
STRONGLY DISAGREE and SOMEWHAT DISAGREE respectively that Cameroon is a
democracy. Ten-Percent and Thirteen percent STRONGLY AGREE and SOMEWHAT AGREE
that Cameroon is a Democracy while Twelve percent remained NEUTRAL.
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c) Center, South and East Regions: Twenty-three percent of respondents STRONGLY DISAGREE that Cameroon is a Democracy. Twenty-one Percent SOMEWHAT DISAGREES
that Cameroon is a democracy. Twenty-one Percent STRONGLY AGREES and twentypercent SOMEWHAT AGREES to the assertion. Sixteen percent are NEUTRAL.

d) Adamawa, North and Far North Regions: These three regions overwhelmingly STRONGLY
AGREE with forty-four percent voting that Cameroon is a Democratic Country. Eleven percent
of respondents SOMEWHAT AGREE while eleven percent and seventeen percent STRONGLY
DISAGREES and SOMEWHAT DISAGREE respectively.
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GENDER BREAKDOWN – FEMALE AND MALE POPULATION
Thirty-six percent and nineteen percent of the female respondents STRONGLY DISAGREE
and DISAGREE respectively that Cameroon is a democracy. Seventeen-percent SOMEWHAT
AGREES and thirteen percent STRONGLY AGREES that Cameroon is a democracy while
fourteen percent remained neutral with respect to the question.
On the other hand, forty-two percent of all male respondents STRONGLY DISAGREE to the
assertion. Twenty-five percent SOMEWHAT DISAGREES. Fourteen percent and nine percent
STRONGLY AGREE and SOMEWHAT AGREE while nine percent remained NEUTRAL.

POLITICAL AFFILIATION
i) CPDM: Forty-six percent of all those who identified as CPDM militants state affirmatively
that Cameroon is a Democratic country. Fifteen Percent SOMEWHAT AGREES. Nine percent
and fifteen percent respectively, STRONGLY DISAGREE and SOMEWHAT DISAGREE
while sixteen percent stayed neutral.
ii) SDF: A combined eighty-eight percent of SDF respondents STRONGLY DISAGREE and
SOMEWHAT DISAGREE that Cameroon is a Democracy. Nine Percent AGREE while three
percent remained neutral.
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iii) CPP and UNDP: For the CPP and UNDP combined, eighty-three percent DISAGREE
with the assertion, twelve percent AGREE while five Percent stayed NEUTRAL.
iv) Others: There were respondents who identified with other political parties and politically
neutral respondents. Seventy-two percent of this group DISAGREE with the assertion. Eighteen
percent AGREE while eleven percent stayed NEUTRAL.
The Graphs are seen below;
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QUESTION: WHAT SYSTEM OF GOVERNMENT
DO YOU THINK IS BEST FOR CAMEROON AT THIS
POINT IN ITS POLITICAL LIFE?
NATIONAL LEVEL
64 percent of all respondents believe that a FEDERAL SYSTEM of governance is what is best
for Cameroon at this point in its political life while thirty-six percent stated that the current
PRESIDENTIAL/UNITARY system works best for the country.

REGIONAL ESTIMATES
i) North West and South West:
Ninety-six percent of all North West and South West Respondents think a FEDERAL SYSTEM
OF GOVERNANCE is best while four percent are comfortable with the current governance
structure.
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ii) Littoral and West Regions:
Sixty-eight percent of respondents from these regions believe a Federal Republic is best while
Thirty-two percent think the current Presidential System is fine.
iii) Center, South and East:
Forty-Eight percent of respondents from these regions prefer think a Federal System is what the
country needs while Fifty-two percent are comfortable with the Unitary System.
iv) North, Adamawa and Far North:
Fifty-seven percent of these regions think the current Presidential system is good for the country
and forty-three percent are in favor of a Federal System of governance.
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GENDER
i) Male and Female:
Seventy-one percent of males against twenty-nine percent are confident that a Federal System is
what the country needs now. On the other hand, seventy percent of Female respondents think a
Federal Republic is best against thirty-percent who think the Unitary System is best.

POLITICAL PARTY AFFILIATION
i) CPDM: Forty-four percent of those who identified as CPDM Militants believe a Federal
Republic is what is needed at this point in time while fifty-six percent think the current Unitary
System works best for the country.
ii) SDF: Ninety-two percent of SDF militants believe that a Federal System is the best form of
governance for the country. Whereas eight percent think the current, Unitary System be left in
place.
iii) CPP and UNDP: Seventy-four percent against twenty-six percent are in favor of the Federal
System of government.
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iv) Others: For other political parties and politically neutral individuals, seventy-five percent
say a Federal System of governance is what is needed against twenty-five percent who think the
Unitary System be maintained.

The interesting revelation here is that 44% of CPDM militants prefer a federal system to a unitary
system of Governance.
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QUESTION: SHOULD THE CONSTITUTION
LIMIT THE PRESIDENTIAL TERM OF OFFICE?
NATIONAL LEVEL
The overwhelming majority of Cameroonians believe there should be presidential term limits
(94.8%). 83.9% Percent prefer TWO TERMS while 10.9% prefer a single term. We did not inquire
about the duration of presidential terms.

REGIONAL BREAK DOWN
i) North West and South West: Eighty-Five percent of the two regions combined favor a TWOTERM presidential Mandate. Fourteen percent favor a ONE-TERM MANDATE while two
percent prefer LIMITLESS presidential mandates.
ii) Littoral and West Regions: Eighty-Eight percent of respondents from these regions are in
favor of a TWO-TERM presidential mandate. Seven percent prefer a ONE-TERM Mandate
while six percent says there should be NO LIMITS to presidential Mandates.
iii) Center, South and East Regions:
- One Term Mandate: 14%
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- Two-term Mandate: 80%
- No Limits to Presidential mandates: 5%
iv) Adamawa, North And Far North:
- One Term Mandate: 10%
- Two Term Mandate: 78%
- No limits to Presidential Mandates: 12%

GENDER
Male and Female
- One Term Mandate: 86% male, 75% female
- Two Term Mandate: 8%. Male, 20% female
- Limitless Mandates: 5% male, 4% female
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POLITICAL PARTIES
i) CPDM:
- One Term Mandate; 14%
- Two Term Mandate: 71%
- Limitless Mandate: 15%
ii) SDF:
- One Term Mandate: 12%
- Two Term Mandate: 85%
- Limitless Mandates: 3%
iii) CPP and UNDP:
- One Term Mandate: 9%
- Two Term Mandate: 91%
- Limitless Mandates: 0%
iv) Others:
- One Term Mandate: 10%
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- Two Term Mandate: 87%
- Limitless Mandates: 3%
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QUESTION: SHOULD GOVERNORS
BE APPOINTED OR ELECTED?
NATIONAL VIEW
Ninety-two percent of Cameroonians think governors should be ELECTED while eight percent
are of the view that governors should be APPOINTED. In addition, for Cameroonians who
identify as CPDM militants, 74.5% prefer that governors be elected and not appointed by the
Head of State.
REGIONAL VIEW
i) North West and South West Regions: Ninety-nine percent of all north westerners and south
westerners think governors should be ELECTED while less than one percent say they should
be APPOINTED.
ii) West and Littoral Regions: Ninety-three percent think governors should be ELECTED and
approximately seven percent prefer PRESIDENTIAL APPOINTMENT of governors.
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iii) Center, South and East Regions: Eighty-Seven percent think governors are to be ELECTED
at the regional levels while thirteen percent favor PRESIDENTIAL APPOINTMENTS of
governors.
iv) Adamawa, North and Far-North: Seventy-four percent of these regions think governors
should be ELECTED at the regional level while twenty-six percent say the president should
APPOINT governors.
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VIEW BY POLITICAL AFFILIATION
i) CPDM: Seventy-five percent of CPDM militants say they prefer that governors be ELECTED
at the regional levels while twenty-five percent think the President of the Republic should
APPOINT governors.
ii) SDF: All who identified to be militants of the SDF prefer that governors be ELECTED at the
regional level rather than be APPOINTED by the head of state.
iii) CPP & UNDP: Ninety-Eight percent think governors should be ELECTED while twopercent prefer PRESIDENTIAL APPOINTMENTS of governors.
iv) Others: Ninety-five percent of Cameroonians of other political affiliations think that
governors should be ELECTED and only five-percent favor presidential APPOINTMENTS of
governors.
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GENDER
Ninety-three percent of all Males favor ELECTION of Governors. On the other hand, eightyseven percent of the Female population think governors should be ELECTED. Graphs below.
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OTHER QUESTIONS: SATISFACTION
WITH THE ECONOMY OF CAMEROON
9 out of 10 Cameroonians (90.72%) are not satisfied with the direction of the economy. This is
a universal condemnation of the current government
Fifty-nine percent of Cameroonians are very DISSATISFIED with the state of the economy.
Twenty-six percent are SOMEWHAT DISSATISFIED. Three and five percent are VERY
SATISFIED and SOMEWHAT SATISFIED. Six percent are NEUTRAL as concerns the
economy.

REGIONAL BUDGET CONTROL
Over 9 in 10 Cameroonians (93.5%) think each region should manage its own budget.
52% Cameroonians think that regions should ENTIRELY MANAGE their Budgets while 41%
think they regions should MANAGE their budgets but with SUPERVISION from Yaoundé.
Seven percent are of the opinion that regions do not have THE EXPERIENCE to autonomously
manage their budgets.
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CONFIDENCE IN THE ELECTORAL SYSTEM
There is a general lack of confidence in the electoral system. 87.3% do not have confidence in
the system compared to 16.3% who do.		
Fifty-seven percent of all respondents think the electoral system of the Cameroon needs a
complete overhaul. Another thirty-one percent are not confident in the electoral system. Nine
percent are confident and three percent are very confident.
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CAN THE COUNTRY MAKE HEADWAY GIVEN
THE CURRENT POLICIES?
Eighty-three percent of Cameroonians are of the view that the country cannot progress given
the current public policies and execution of the development agenda of the Country.
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COMMENT
Given that some individuals may feel the urge to criticize the validity these results, it is our hope
that other institutions conduct a similar survey to sample the opinions of Cameroonians on
these critical issues. We have conducted as accurately a survey as possible and we fully endorse
the results published here as a reflection of the opinions of the Cameroonian people.

Melaine Nsaikila
Economic Policy Analyst at the
Nkafu Policy Institute
Denis & Lenora Foretia Foundation
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